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Successful modeling of the collisional evolution of asteroids and planet- 
esimals requires knowledge of collisional outcomes. Recently, we have been 
carrying out an experimental impact program designed to gather data on results 
of catastrophic disruption and momentum transfer by high speed collisions. 
This experimental program is an integral part of our studies of the formation 
and evolution of the solar system. Specifically, we aim to measure fragment 
size, velocity, and rotational distributions resulting from catastrophic des- 
truction of concrete spheres and rock targets, and to measure the horizontal 
momentum imparted to a surface by cratering impacts at oblique angles. 
A. Catastrophic Impact Experiments. These experiments address outcomes of 
catastrophic collisions -- sizes, velocities, and rotation rates of the frag- 
ments. A series of experiments (Table 1) was carried out in 1981 at the Ames 
Vertical Gun Facility (AVGF) and in 1980 at the Santa Ana Impact Facility 
(SAIF) using concrete spheres having different compressive strengths. Con- 
crete was chosen since it is a reasonably good analog for rocky materials and 
can be produced to have any selected strength over a wide range. As seen in 
Table 1, we used targets with strength ranging over a factor of >20. 

The size of the largest fragment, expressed as a fraction of the initial 
target mass, was compared with data obtained by Hartmann (1978) for silicate 
targets. The earlier data were obtained at impact speeds of a few 10's of 
meters/sec, whereas the current data is for speeds from several hundreds of 
meters/sec to 2% km/sec. We find that the concrete spheres are similar to 
basalts and igneous rock targets in terms of fragmentation properties: the 
new results generally agree with the earlier data in the variation of thelarg- 
est fragment size as a function of collisional energy. They suggest that an 
"impact strength" (defined as the kinetic energy per cm3 of target material 
required to remove 50% of the initial mass) of 5 x lo6 ergs/cm3 is appropriate 
for targets of crushing strength 3.5 x lo8 dynes/cm2. 

Our collisional models (Greenberg et al., 1978) have assumed that the 
available energy is partitioned equally between the two bodies involved in a 
collision. This was verified experimentally by Hartmann for the case when the 
strength of the target and projectile are comparable. However, the assumption 
may not hold when there is a large strength difference between the two bodies. 
Our results suggest that for the same specific energy, a projectile signifi- 
cantly stronger than the target (steel projectile, concrete target) is more 
effective at comminuting the target than relatively weaker projectiles (A1 or 
glass). Shots AV-616 and AV-617, e.g., used A1 projectiles and had comparable 
specific energy and yielded largest fragments that contained 80% and 69% of 
the initial target mass. Shot AV-615,with the same specific energy but a 
steel projectile, produced a largest fragment of only 29% of the initial tar- 
get mass. Impact experiments with concrete spheres were filmed by two Nova 
cameras at 4500 frames/sec to measure the ejecta velocity and rotational dis- 
tribution. Analysis of these films by mapping the motion of individual frag- 
ments from frame to frame in both camera views is underway using a digital 
image analysis system. 
B. Comparison with Computational Algorithms. One goal of our experimental 
program is to provide data for improving the collisional outcome computations 
in our numerical planet-building model (Greenberg -- et al., 1978). Comparisons 
were made between experimental results and theoretical models for cases of 
cratering, barely catastrophic collisions, and super-catastrophic collisions. 
Table 1 compares the computed and actual fractional mass of the largest frag- 
ment, M%/Mo, calculated using the algorithm of Greenberg -- et al. For cratering 
and barely catastrophic impacts, the predicted mass is in good agreement with 
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the experimental outcome. While there is a greater variance between predicted 
and actual largest fragment masses for super-catastrophic collisions, the dif- 
ferences are within the expected variation of experimental outcomes. In all 
cases, the outcome predicted by the algorithm of Greenberg -- et al. -- cratering, 
barely castrophic or super-catastrophic -- was verified by the experimental 
results. 
C. Momentum Transfer By Oblique Impacts. A series of oblique impact experi- 
ments at the AVGF was performed in June, 1981. The target consisted of a wood- 
en box filled with sand, suspended by cables as a ballistic pendulum. Shots 
were fired into the sand at various zenith angles, and the resulting oscilla- 
tions of the pendulum recorded on film. Amplitudes were measured by a scale 
attached to the box and a fixed pointer. The horizontal component of momentum 
was calculated by Fourier analysis of the oscillation amplitudes. 

0 Seventeen shots produced usable results, covering zenith angles from 30 
to 75O in 15O increments. Projectiles were spheres of Pyrex, Al, and steel. 
Impact velocities ranged from 1.1 to 2.3 km s-l. Results are plotted in Fig. 
1. The efficiency of momentum transfer, 5 ,  is defined as the fraction of the 
projectile's horizontal ccjmponent of momentum transmitted to the target. We 
find 5 decreases monotonically with zenith angle 8, but is not well-fitted by 
a power of cos 8; rather, it appears linear in 8. There is no significant 
correlation with projectile velocity or material properties. Apparently 
impact angle is the dominant factor. 
REFERENCES: Greenberg, R., Wacker, J., Hartmann, W.K., and Chapman, C.R. 
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TABLE 1: RPSULTS OF CATASTROPHIC COLLISION EXPERIMENTS 

EXPDRIMENT TARGET w s  DESIGN STR. MEASURED STR. PROJECTILE IMPACT ENERGY HI/,!., nt/& 
Number (kg1 ldyne/om21 ldyne/cm21 Mass 191 SPEED Imlsl (erg1 Icalc) (actual) 
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